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Abstract—Distributed processing through ad hoc and sensor networks is having a major impact on scale and applications of
computing. The creation of new cyber-physical services based on wireless sensor devices relies heavily on how well communication
protocols can be adapted and optimized to meet quality constraints under limited energy resources. The IEEE 802.15.4 medium access
control protocol for wireless sensor networks can support energy efficient, reliable, and timely packet transmission by a parallel and
distributed tuning of the medium access control parameters. Such a tuning is difficult, because simple and accurate models of the
influence of these parameters on the probability of successful packet transmission, packet delay, and energy consumption are not
available. Moreover, it is not clear how to adapt the parameters to the changes of the network and traffic regimes by algorithms that
can run on resource-constrained devices. In this paper, a Markov chain is proposed to model these relations by simple expressions
without giving up the accuracy. In contrast to previous work, the presence of limited number of retransmissions, acknowledgments,
unsaturated traffic, packet size, and packet copying delay due to hardware limitations is accounted for. The model is then used to
derive a distributed adaptive algorithm for minimizing the power consumption while guaranteeing a given successful packet reception
probability and delay constraints in the packet transmission. The algorithm does not require any modification of the IEEE 802.15.4
medium access control and can be easily implemented on network devices. The algorithm has been experimentally implemented and
evaluated on a test-bed with off-the-shelf wireless sensor devices. Experimental results show that the analysis is accurate, that the
proposed algorithm satisfies reliability and delay constraints, and that the approach reduces the energy consumption of the network
under both stationary and transient conditions. Specifically, even if the number of devices and traffic configuration change sharply, the
proposed parallel and distributed algorithm allows the system to operate close to its optimal state by estimating the busy channel and
channel access probabilities. Furthermore, results indicate that the protocol reacts promptly to errors in the estimation of the number
of devices and in the traffic load that can appear due to device mobility. It is also shown that the effect of imperfect channel and carrier
sensing on system performance heavily depends on the traffic load and limited range of the protocol parameters.

Index Terms—IEEE 802.15.4, Markov chain model, Optimization.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor and actuator networks have a tremendous po-
tential to improve the efficiency of many distributed systems,
for instance, in building automation and process control [1],
[2]. Unfortunately, the current technology does not offer guar-
anteed energy efficiency and stability for closed-loop systems
due to the packet losses and varying delays of the network.
These systems are particularly challenging because they must
support the right decision at the right moment by parallel and
distributed algorithms despite traffic conditions, unexpected
congestion, network failures, or external manipulations of
the environment. The packet losses and delays are a very
important quality measurement since it influences performance
and stability of closed-loop systems [2]. Starting from these
requirements, the development of efficient and reliable systems
based on wireless sensor devices relies heavily on how well
communication protocols can be adapted and optimized to
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meet quality constraints under limited energy resources.
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard has received considerable at-

tention as a low data rate and low power protocol for wireless
sensor network (WSN) applications in industry, control, home
automation, health care, and smart grids [3]. Many of these
applications require that packets are received with a given
probability of success (reliability). In addition to such a
reliability constraint, other applications ask for timely packet
delivery [2]. However, since high reliability and low delay
may demand a significant energy consumption of the network,
thus reducing the WSN lifetime, the reliability and delay must
be flexible design parameters that need to be adequate for
the application requirements. It is known that IEEE 802.15.4
may have poor performance in terms of power consumption,
reliability and delay [4], unless the medium access control
(MAC) parameters are properly selected. A star network is an
important topology for a number of standardization groups [5]
and commercial products [6] such as asset tracking, process
control, and building automation. Note that even such a simple
topology presents highly challenging dynamics to model. It is
essential to improve existing models of IEEE 802.15.4 in order
to (a) characterize the protocol performance limitations, and
(b) to tune the IEEE 802.15.4 parameters to enhance network
lifetime and improve the quality of the service.
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This paper focuses on the modeling and optimization of the
performance metrics (reliability, delay, power consumption)
for IEEE 802.15.4 WSNs. This problem is specially appealing
for many control and industrial applications [2]. We show that
existing analytical studies of IEEE 802.15.4 are not adequate
to capture the real-world protocol behavior, when there are
retry limits to send packets, acknowledgements (ACKs), un-
saturated traffic, and hardware limitations. We derive and use
an extended model to pose an optimization problem where the
objective function is the power consumption of the devices, the
constraints are the reliability and delay of the packet delivery.
The main idea of the proposed analysis is to tradeoff the power
consumption of the network with the application requirements
in terms of reliability and delay.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we

summarize existing work of analytical modeling and adaptive
tuning of IEEE 802.15.4. Section 3 lists the main contributions
of the paper and their relation to the literature. In Section 4,
we propose an extended Markov chain model of CSMA/CA
mechanism. In Section 5, the optimization problem to adapt
the MAC parameters is investigated. In addition, implementa-
tion issues are also discussed. Numerical results for both the
analytical model and the adaptive algorithm are presented in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

The modeling of IEEE 802.15.4 is related to IEEE 802.11 [7].
We first discuss the literature concerning the analysis of IEEE
802.11 and 802.15.4, then we review previous work about
adaptive MAC mechanisms for these protocols.

2.1 Analytical Model of MAC
Both IEEE 802.11 and 802.15.4 are based on a MAC that
uses a binary exponential backoff scheme. Bianchi’s model
describes the basic functionalities of the IEEE 802.11 through
a Markov chain under saturated traffic condition [8]. Exten-
sions of this model have been used to analyze the MAC layer
service time [9] and throughput [10] of IEEE 802.11.
The analysis of the packet delay, throughput, and power

consumption of IEEE 802.15.4 WSNs has been the focus of
the simulations-based study [11], and some more recent analyt-
ical works, e.g., [4], [12] – [15]. Inspired by Bianchi’s work, a
Markov model for IEEE 802.15.4 and an extension with ACK
mechanism have been proposed in [4]. A modified Markov
model including retransmissions with finite retry limits has
been studied in [12] as an attempt to model the slotted carrier
sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)
mechanism. In [13], a throughput analysis has been performed
by an extension of the Markov chain model proposed [14].
The superframe structure, ACK, and retransmissions have
been considered. However, the proposed Markov chain does
not model the length of data and ACK packets, which is
crucial to analyze the performance metrics for IEEE 802.15.4
networks with low data rate. Furthermore, in [14], the power
consumption, reliability, and delay performance have not been
investigated. In [15], a query-based approach has been con-
sidered to analyze the throughput, reliability, and delay of the

network. However, the ACK mechanism and retransmission
mechanism have not been accounted for.
The renewal theory has been applied to analyze the perfor-

mance of IEEE 802.15.4 protocol in [16], [17]. In [16], the
model of the slotted CSMA/CA based on the renewal process
has been proposed and validated through Monte Carlo simu-
lations in terms of throughput and service time. A contraction
mapping technique is used to solve numerically the analytical
equation, which is similar to the one of the Markov chain
model in [8]. The contraction mapping approach is feasible for
this model because the ACK mechanism and retransmission
have not been considered. The beacon-enabled mode consider-
ing both contention access mechanism and inactive period of
IEEE 802.15.4 protocol has been modelled using the renewal
theory in [17]. Similar to the previous study [16], the ACK
mechanism and the retransmission have not been accounted
for. Even though the CSMA/CA algorithm of the beacon-
enabled mode explicitly uses the double carrier sensing in the
standard, the single carrier sensing is only considered in [17].
We remark here that the analytical models available from

the literature use numerical methods [4], [12] – [15] or a
contraction mapping technique [16], [17] to solve nonlin-
ear equations, which is a major drawback for in-network
processing [18]. The computation complexity and computing
time of optimization tools in WSNs are critical factors since
the typical micro-controller does not support well a heavy
computing. Typical sensors use 8MHz TI MSP 430 micro-
controller [19]. In [20], the complex interdependence of the
decision variables leads to difficult problems even in simple
network topologies, where the analytical relations describing
reliability, delay and energy consumption may be highly
nonlinear expressions. Practical hardware limitations are not
accurately considered in [4], [12] – [17]. Furthermore, despite
the theoretical promises of the analytical models for analyzing
the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC using Monte Carlo simulations, these
theoretical results have not been validated by experiments.

2.2 Adaptive Tuning of MAC
Several algorithms to tune the MAC of IEEE 802.11 and IEEE
802.15.4 protocols have been proposed. The algorithms can be
grouped in those based on the use of physical layer measure-
ments, and those based on the use of link-layer information.
An adaptive tuning based on physical layer measurements

has been investigated in [21] – [23], where a p-persistent IEEE
802.11 protocol has been considered to optimize the average
backoff window size. The channel access probability p that
maximizes the throughput or minimizes the power consump-
tion has been derived. This algorithm and its scalability to the
network size have been studied also for IEEE 802.15.4 [23].
However, the channel sensing mechanism, the optional ACK,
and retransmission mechanisms therein proposed are hard to
be approximated by a p-persistent MAC. Furthermore, in [22]
and [23] a saturated traffic regime has been assumed, which
is a scenario of reduced interest for typical WSN applications.
In [24], a cross-layer MAC design has been proposed by
estimating both the MAC queue dynamics of each traffic
class and the overall network contention level to meet the
requirement of delay sensitive applications. However, this
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approach is not energy efficient because each device requires
to monitor the queue dynamics and contention level.
Link-based optimizations for IEEE 802.11 have been inves-

tigated in [25], [26], where simple window adjustment mech-
anisms that are based on ACK transmissions have been con-
sidered. In these papers, the algorithms adapt the contention
window size depending on the successful packet transmission,
packet collision and channel sensing state, but the algorithms
are not grounded on an analytical study. In [27], the authors
have proposed an algorithm to tune the contenting window
based on the multivariable control theory. Unfortunately, an
IEEE 802.15.4 enhancement based on the use of link-layer
information has the drawback of requiring a modification
of the standard, and of a costly ACK mechanism since it
introduces large overhead for small packets, although link-
based mechanisms are simple to implement. For instance,
alarm messages in industrial control application are a single
byte whereas the ACK has a size of 11 byte. In addition,
the ACK mechanism requires extra waiting time. Link-based
algorithms adapt the MAC parameters for each received ACK,
which mean a slow and inefficient adaptation to network,
traffic, and channel variations.
For IEEE 802.15.4 enhancements, there are less researches

than on IEEE 802.11. Many results mainly focus on the
energy efficiency of the devices rather than on explicit con-
sideration of application requirements. In [28], a topology
control algorithm has been proposed to reduce the average duty
cycle of the network by reducing the number of coordinators
without explicit consideration of packet reception rate or delay
requirements. By considering the event sensing capability, a
duty cycle algorithm is proposed for the beacon-enabled mode
of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol in [29]. Bernoulli scheduling
where each device serves the packet with probability Pber or
starts the sleep state with probability 1! Pber is used for the
energy management. This algorithm requires a modification of
the standard. The analytical model uses the probability gen-
erating function (PGF) to describe the probability distribution
of the packet service time at the MAC layer. However, the
evaluation of PGF requires heavy computations.

3 ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION
We consider a network with N devices transmitting toward the
personal area network coordinator (PAN). The devices use the
beacon-enabled slotted CSMA/CA and ACK. The parameters
of the CSMA/CA algorithm that influence reliability, delay
and energy consumption are the minimum value of the backoff
exponentmacMinBE, the maximum number of backoffs before
declaring a channel access failure macMaxCSMABackoffs, and
the maximum number of retries allowed after a transmission
failure macMaxFrameRetries that each device can select.
In this paper, we propose a novel modeling and adaptive

tuning of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC for reliable and timely com-
munication while minimizing the energy consumption. The
protocol is adjusted dynamically by a constrained optimization
problem that each device of the network solves. The objective
function, denoted by !Etot, is the total energy consumption for
transmitting and receiving packets of a device. The constraints

are given by the reliability and average delay. The constrained
optimization problem for a transmitting device is

min
V

!Etot(V) (1a)

s.t. !R(V) " Rmin , (1b)
!D(V) # Dmax , (1c)
V0 # V # Vm . (1d)

The decision variables of the device V = (m0,m, n)
are m0 ! macMinBE ,m ! macMaxCSMABackoffs , n !

macMaxFrameRetries. !R(V) is the reliability, and Rmin is the
minimum desired probability for successful packet delivery.
!D(V) is the average delay for a successfully received packet,
and Dmax is the desired maximum average delay. The con-
straint V0 # V # Vm captures the limited range of the MAC
parameters. In the problem, we used the symbol ! to evidence
that the energy, reliability, and delay expression are approx-
imations. We will show later that we use approximations of
high accuracy and reduced computational complexity so that
devices can solve the problem.
Main contributions of the paper are the following: (a) the

modeling of the relation between the MAC parameters of
IEEE 802.15.4 and the selected performance metrics, (b) the
derivation of simple relations to characterize the operations
of the MAC by computationally affordable algorithms, (c)
formulation and solution of a novel optimization problem for
the MAC parameters, (d) the practical implementation of the
optimization by a distributed adaptive algorithm on a test-bed
using TelosB sensors [19]. and (e) performance evaluations
of the algorithm by experiments and simulations of both
stationary and transient network conditions.
The numerical evaluation of the performance metrics asks

in general for heavy computations. This is a drawback when
using them to optimize the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC parameters by
in-network processing [18], because a complex computation
is out of reach for resource limited sensing devices. Unlike
previous work, we devise a simplified and effective method
that reduces drastically the computational complexity while
ensuring a satisfactory accuracy.
Based on our modeling, the adaptive IEEE 802.15.4 is

furnished with two distinctive features: it does not require
any modification of the existing standard, and it makes an
optimization of all the MAC parameters of IEEE 802.15.4.
Specifically, in contrast to link-based adaptation, our algorithm
does not require ACK mechanism or request to send/clear to
send (RTS/CTS) handshakes. In contrast to [21] – [23], we do
not use the (inaccurate) p-persistent approximation and the
modification of the standard therein proposed, and we do not
require any hardware modification to make an estimate of
the signal-to-noise ratio. Our adaptive tuning optimizes the
considered MAC parameters, all at once, and not only some
of them, as proposed in [21] – [27].
Our previous work [30] has proposed an adaptive algorithm

for minimizing the power consumption while guaranteeing
reliability and delay constraints in the packet transmission
based on a Markov chain model [31]. In this paper, we extend
this model to include the packet copying delay due to hardware
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Fig. 1: Markov chain model for CSMA/CA of IEEE 802.15.4.
limitations and the imperfect channel. The computation time
for certain performance metrics by solving nonlinear equations
and by using an approximated approach is compared. We
implement the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol to demonstrate the fea-
sibility of the analytical model and to analyze the performance
of the adaptive algorithm in a practical system. Furthermore,
we show the effect of imperfect channel and carrier sensing
failures on system performance through analysis and simula-
tion results.

4 ANALYTICAL MODELING
In a star network, all N devices contend to send data to
the PAN coordinator, which is the data sink. Throughout this
paper we consider applications where devices asynchronously
generate packets with probability 1 ! ! when a device sends
a packet successfully or discard a packet or the sampling
interval is expired. Otherwise a device stays for L0Sb s without
generating packets with probability !, where L0 is an integer
and Sb is the time unit aUnitBackoffPeriod (corresponding to
20 symbols). The data packet transmission is successful if an
ACK packet is received.
In such a scenario, we propose an effective analytical model

of the slotted CSMA/CA by a Markov chain. The chain gives
us the objective function, energy (1a), and constraints on
reliability (1b) and delay (1c) of the optimization problem.
Experimental results validate the proposed model.

4.1 Markov Chain Model
In this section, we develop a Markov chain model of the slotted
CSMA/CA mechanism of beacon-enabled IEEE 802.15.4.
Let s(t), c(t) and r(t) be the stochastic processes repre-

senting the backoff stage, the state of the backoff counter, and
the state of the retransmission counter at time t experienced
by a device to transmit a packet. The triple (s(t), c(t), r(t))
is the three-dimensional Markov chain in Fig. 1, where we
use (i, k, j) to denote a particular state. The state of the

retransmission counter is used to discard a packet if the trans-
mission fails after n + 1 attempts. Such a three-dimensional
chain can be converted into a two-dimensional Markov chain
if the MAC parameters m0,m,mb of the CSMA/CA algo-
rithm are initialized in each retransmission. We remark that
the three-dimensional Markov chain model proposed in this
paper is more general than a two-dimensional Markov chain
because it allows the CSMA/CA algorithm to depend on the
packet retransmissions. By assuming independent probability
that devices start sensing, the stationary probability " that a
device attempts a first carrier sensing in a randomly chosen
time slot is constant and independent of other devices. We
denote the MAC parameters by V = (m0,m, n),mb !

macMaxBE,W0 ! 2m0 ,Wm ! 2min(m0+m,mb).
The Markov chain consists of five main parts corresponding

to the idle-queue states, packet copying states, backoff states,
clear channel assessment (CCA) states, and packet transmis-
sion states. The states (Q0, . . . , QL0!1) correspond to the idle-
queue states when the packet queue is empty and the device is
waiting for the next packet generation time. Hence, the device
sets its radio to sleep mode during the idle-queue states. Note
that the idle-queue states (Q0, . . . , QL0!1) take into account
the sampling interval. The states (H0, . . . , HL1!1) represent
the packet copying delay between the microcontroller and the
radio transceiver, where

L1 =

"
L

#Sb

#
,

with L being the total length of a packet including overhead
and payload and # is the serial peripheral interface (SPI) bus
speed. Note that before sending a packet, the microcontroller
copies the packet data into the transmit buffer of the radio
transceiver over the SPI bus. In [32], the authors show that
the packet copying is a very critical issue when forwarding
a packet. The states from (i,Wm ! 1, j) to (i,W0 ! 1, j)
represent the backoff states. The radio circuits of the device is
set in idle mode or in sleep mode during the backoff period.
The states (i, 0, j) and (i,!1, j) represent first CCA (CCA1)
and second CCA (CCA2), respectively. Let $ be the proba-
bility that CCA1 is busy, and % the probability that CCA2

is busy. The states (!1, k, j) and (!2, k, j) correspond to the
successful transmission and packet collision, respectively. By
knowing the duration of an ACK frame, ACK timeout, inter-
frame spacing (IFS), data packet length, and header duration,
we define the packet successful transmission time Ls and the
packet collision time Lc as

Ls = L+ tack + Lack + IFS ,

Lc = L+ tm,ack, (2)

where tack is ACK waiting time, Lack is the length of ACK
frame, and tm,ack is the timeout of the ACK, see details in [3].
We have the following results:
Proposition 1: Let the stationary probability of the Markov

chain in Fig. 1 be

bi,k,j = lim
t"#

P (s(t) = i, c(t) = k, r(t) = j),
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where i $ (!2,m), k $ (!1,max(Wi!1, Ls!1, Lc!1)), j $
(0, n). Then, for 0 # i # m

bi,k,j =
Wi ! k

Wi
bi,0,j , 0 # k # Wi ! 1 , (3)

where

Wi =

$
2iW0, i # mb !m0 ,
2mb , i > mb !m0 ,

and

bi,0,j =

%
(1! x)Pc

m&
i=0

xi

'j

xib0,0,0 , (4)

where x = $+ (1! $)%,

b0,0,0 = (5)
(
)))))))))))))*

)))))))))))))+

,
1
2

-
1!(2x)m+1

1!2x W0 +
1!xm+1

1!x

.
y! + (1! $)C1

+(Ls(1 ! Pc) + LcPc)C2 +
-

L0!
1!!

+ L1

.
C3

/!1

if m # mb !m0,
1
2

-
1!(2x)mb!m0+1

1!2x W0 + 1!xmb!m0+1

1!x
+ (2mb + 1)

%xmb!m0+1 1!xm!mb+m0

1!x

.
y! + (1! $)C1

+(Ls(1 ! Pc) + LcPc)C2 +
-

L0!
1!!

+ L1

.
C3

/!1

otherwise

where C1 = 1!xm+1

1!x y!, C2 = (1 ! xm+1)y!, C3 =
((1! Pc)(1! xm+1) + xm+1 )y! + Pc(1 ! xm+1)yn, y! =
1!yn+1

1!y
, y = Pc(1!xm+1), and Pc is the collision probability.

Moreover,

b!1,k,j = (1! Pc)(1 ! x)
m&
i=1

bi,0,j , 0 # k # Ls ! 1 , (6)

and

b!2,k,j = Pc(1! x)
m&
i=1

bi,0,j , 0 # k # Lc ! 1 . (7)

Proof: See Section A of [33].
We remark here that the term b0,0,0, which plays a key

role in the analysis, is different from the corresponding term
given in [4], [12] – [15] due to our accurate modeling of the
retransmissions, ACK, unsaturated traffic, packet size, and
packet copying delay. In the next section, we demonstrate the
validity of the Markov chain model by experiments.
Now, starting from Proposition 1, we derive the channel

sensing probability " and the busy channel probabilities $
and %. The probability " that a device attempts CCA1 in a
randomly chosen time slot is

" =
m&
i=0

n&
j=0

bi,0,j =
1! xm+1

1! x

1! yn+1

1! y
b0,0,0. (8)

This probability depends on the probability Pc that a trans-
mitted packet encounters a collision, and the probabilities $
and %. These probabilities are developed in the following.
Let Pc be the retransmission probability. If the packet

collides due to other transmitted packets or is lost due to a
bad channel, then the device repeats the CSMA/CA algorithm
until a maximum number of retransmissions n. We model

the bad channel by independent Bernoulli trials with the bad
channel probability p where 0 # p # 1. The independence
of the trial results is assumed to be over all links and time
slots. We assume that a transmitted packet in the bad channel
does not affect other transmitted packets in the good channel.
The slow variation of a fading channel is assumed so that the
received power is constant throughout an entire transmission.
The packets are discarded due to either of two reasons: (i)
collision, or (ii) bad channel. A transmitted packet in the
good channel collides if at least one of the N ! 1 remaining
devices transmits in the good channel and in same time slot.
In addition, a transmitted packet is lost due to the bad channel.
If all devices transmit with probability " , Pc is

Pc =
0
1! (1 ! "(1 ! p))N!1

1
(1! p) + p ,

where N is the number of devices. Similarly to [4], we derive
the busy channel probabilities $ and % as follows:

$ = $1 + $2 , (9)

where $1 is the probability of finding channel busy during
CCA1 due to data transmission, namely,

$1 = L(1! (1 ! "(1 ! p))N!1)(1 ! $)(1 ! %) ,

and $2 is the probability of finding the channel busy during
CCA1 due to ACK transmission, which is

$2 =Lack
N"(1 ! p)(1! "(1 ! p))N!1

1! (1! ")N

% (1! (1 ! "(1 ! p))N!1)(1! $)(1! %) ,

where Lack is the length of the ACK. By a similar argument,
the probability of finding the channel busy during CCA2 is

% =
1! (1! ")N!1 +N"(1! p)(1 ! "(1 ! p))N!1

2! (1 ! ")N +N(1! p)"(1 ! "(1 ! p))N!1
.

(10)

Now, we are in the position to derive the carrier sensing
probability " and the busy channel probabilities $ and % by
solving the system of non-linear equations (8), (9), and (10) for
these probabilities, see details in [31]. From these probabilities
then one could derive the expressions of the reliability, delay
for successful packet delivery, and power consumption that are
needed in (1). The drawback of such an approach is that there
is no closed form expression for these probabilities, and the
system of equations that gives " , $ and % must be solved by
numerical methods. This may be computationally demanding
and therefore inadequate for use in simple sensor devices. In
the following, we instead present a simple analytical model
of the reliability, delay for successful packet delivery, and
power consumption. The key idea is that sensor devices can
estimate the busy channel probabilities $ and % and the
channel sensing probability " . Therefore, devices exploit local
measurements to evaluate the performance metrics, rather than
solving nonlinear equations. We compare the computation time
to solve nonlinear equations and to use our proposed method
in Section 6.2. Details follow in the sequel, where we derive
these approximations for Eqs. (1a) – (1c).
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4.2 Reliability
The main contributions of this section are the derivation of
both precise and approximated expression of the reliabil-
ity (1b) of the optimization problem (1), where we recall the
reliability is the probability of successful packet reception.
In slotted CSMA/CA, packets are unsuccessfully received

due to two reasons: channel access failure and retry limits.
Channel access failure happens when a packet fails to obtain
idle channel in two consecutive CCAs within m+1 backoffs.
Furthermore, a packet is discarded if the transmission fails
due to repeated collisions after n+ 1 attempts. Following the
Markov model presented in Fig. 1, the probability that the
packet is discarded due to channel access failure is

Pdc = xm+1
n&

j=0
yj =

xm+1(1 ! yn+1)

1! y
. (11)

The probability of a packet being discarded due to retry limits
is

Pdr = yn+1 . (12)

Therefore, the reliability is

R(V) = 1!
xm+1(1 ! yn+1)

1! y
! yn+1 . (13)

Now, we derive an approximation of the reliability.
Approximation 1: An approximation of the reliability is

!R(V) = 1! xm+1(1 + !y)! !yn+1 (14)

where

!y =(1! (1! (1 + x)(1 + ŷ)!b0,0,0)N!1)(1 ! x2) ,

!b0,0,0 =2/(W0(1 + 2x)(1 + ŷ) + 2Ls(1 ! x2)(1 + ŷ)

+ (L0!/(1! !) + L1) (1 + ŷ2 + ŷn+1)) ,

and ŷ = (1 ! (1! ")N!1)(1! x2).
Derivation: See Section B of [33]. "
We remark that !R(V) is a function of the measurable busy

channel probabilities $ and %, the channel access probability
" , and the MAC parameters m0,mb,m, n. Note that $,%, and
" are explicit functions of the number of devices and traffic
load. Our basic idea is to use the measured busy channel
probabilities and channel access probability to estimate the
performance metrics, as well as to detect the network change.
When the number of devices or the traffic load changes, it
affects $,%, and " .

4.3 Delay
In this section, we derive the constraint of average delay (1c)
of the optimization problem (1). The average delay for a
successfully received packet is defined as the time interval
from the instant the packet is at the head of its MAC queue
and ready to be transmitted, until the transmission is successful
and the ACK is received. We develop an approximation for an
average delay, which is given by Approximation 2. To this aim,
we need some intermediate technical steps. In particular, we
characterize (a) the expression of the delay for a successful
transmission at time j + 1 after jth events of unsuccessful

transmission due to collision and (b) the expected value of the
approximated backoff delay due to busy channel.
Let Dj be the random time associated to the successful

transmission of a packet at the jth backoff stage. Denote with
Aj the event of a successful transmission at time j + 1 after
j unsuccessful attempts. Let At be the event of successful
transmission within the total attempts n. Then, the delay for
a successful transmission after j unsuccessful attempts is

D =
n&

j=0
1Aj |At

Dj ,

where 1Aj |At
is 1 if Aj|At holds, and 0 otherwise and Dj =

Ls + j Lc +
j&

h=0
Th, with Th being the backoff stage delay,

Ls is the packet successful transmission time, and Lc is the
packet collision transmission time as defined in Eq. (2).
A transmission is successful with probability 1 ! Pc, or

collide with probability Pc. The probability of the event is

Pr(Aj |At) =
P j
c (1! xm+1)j

n&
k=0

(Pc(1! xm+1))k

where the normalization comes by considering all the possible
events of successful attempts At. Therefore, the probability
of successful transmission at time j + 1 after j events of
unsuccessful transmission due to collision is

Pr(Aj |At) =
(1! y) yj

1! yn+1
. (15)

In the following, we give the total backoff delay Th. Let Th,i

be the random time needed to obtain two successful CCAs
from the selected backoff counter value in backoff level i.
Denote with Bi the event occurring when the channel is busy
for i times, and then idle at the time i + 1. Let Bt be the
event of having a successful sensing within the total number
of m sensing attempts. If the device accesses an idle channel
after its i th busy CCA, then Th =

m&
i=0

1Bi|Bt
Th,i , where

Th,i = 2Tsc +
i&

k=1
T sc
h,k +

i&
k=0

T b
h,k , (16)

and where 2Tsc is the successful sensing time,
i&

k=1
T sc
h,k is the

unsuccessful sensing time due to busy channel during CCA,

and
i&

k=0
T b
h,k is the backoff time.

By considering the busy channel during two CCAs, the
probability of the event Bi|Bt is approximated by

2Pr(Bi|Bt) =
&i

m&
k=0

&k

, (17)

where & = max($, (1!$)%). Note that the approximation is
based on the worst case of the busy channel probabilities. The
approximation of the average backoff period is

E[ !Th] =
m&
i=0

2Pr(Bi|Bt)E[ !Th,i] (18)

=2Tsc +
m&
i=0

2Pr(Bi|Bt)
i&

k=0

%
2kW0 ! 1

2
Sb + 2Tsc k

'
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where the approximated sensing time E[ !Th,i] considers the
worst case, i.e., a failure of CCA2, which implies that Tsc =
Sb and that each sensing failure takes 2Tsc. Therefore, the
expected value of the approximated backoff delay is

E[ !Th] =2Sb

%
1 +

1

4

%
1! &

1! &m+1

%
2W0

1! (2&)m+1

1! 2&
(19)

!
3(m+ 1)&m+1

1! &

'
+

3&

1! &
! (W0 + 1)

''
,

where & = max($, (1 ! $)%).
Approximation 2: The expected value of the approximated

delay is
!D(V) =Ts + E[ !Th]

+

%
y

1! y
!

(n+ 1) yn+1

1! yn+1

'
(Tc + E[ !Th]) . (20)

Derivation: By considering the Eq. (15), we derive

!D(V) =
n&

j=0
Pr(Aj |At)E[ !Dj ]

where E[ !Dj ] = Ts + j Tc +
j&

h=0
E[ !Th] and E[ !Th] is given in

Eq. (19). "
We remark that the expected value of the approximated de-

lay is an explicit function of the busy channel probabilities and
channel access probability, whereas the approximation does
not require explicit information of the number of devices and
traffic load. In Section 6, we will show that the busy channel
probabilities and channel access probabilities represent well
the effect of the number of devices and traffic load also in
practice.

4.4 Power Consumption
Here, we derive the objective function, power consumption of
the device (1a) of the optimization problem (1). We propose
two models for the average power consumption, depending
on the radio state during the backoff mechanism specified by
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Let us denote by I-mode and S-
mode the situation when the radio is set in idle mode or in
sleep mode during backoff period, respectively. The device
sets its radio to sleep mode during the idle-queue states for
L0Sb s. Note that since we consider the uplink communication
from the devices to the coordinator, the energy consumption
of CSMA/CA mechanism and traffic load are critical factors
for the energy consumption of the devices.
Approximation 3: The energy consumption of the I-mode

is

!Etot,i(V) =
Pi"

2

3
(1 ! x)(1 ! (2x)m+1)

(1! 2x)(1! xm+1)
W0 ! 1

4
(21)

+ Psc(2! $)" + C4 + Pw

0
xm+1(1 + y)

+(Pcy
n + (1 ! Pc)(1 + y))(1 ! x2)

1!b0,0,0

and of the S-mode is

!Etot,s(V) =Pw

5

" !
!b0,0,0(1 ! (0.5x)m+1)

W0(1! 0.5x)

1! yn+1

1! y

6

+ Psc(2! $)" + C4 (22)

where state probability !b0,0,0 is given in [33], C4 =
(1 ! $)(1 ! %)" (PtL+ Pi + Lack (Pr(1 ! Pc) + PiPc)),
Pi, Psc, Psp, Pw, Pt and Pr are the average power consump-
tion in idle-listen, channel sensing, sleep states, wake-up state,
transmit and receiving states, respectively.
Derivation: See Section C of [33]. "

5 IEEE 802.15.4 OPTIMIZATION
In the previous sections we developed the expressions of the
performance metrics. Here, we present a novel approach where
each device locally solves the optimization problem. Consider
the reliability, delay and power consumption as investigated
in Section 4. The optimization problem (1) can be written by
using Eq. (14) given by Approximation 1 for reliability con-
straint, Eq. (20) given by Approximation 2 for delay constraint
and Eq. (21) or (22) given by Approximation 3 for the power
consumption. Note that the power consumption is given by
Eq. (21) if the I-mode is selected, and it is given by Eq. (22),
if the S-mode is selected. The solution of the optimization
problem gives the optimal MAC parameter (m0,m, n) that
each device uses to minimize its energy expenditure, subject to
reliability and delay constraints. The problem is combinatorial
because the decision variables take on discrete values.
A vector of decision variables V is feasible if the reliability

and delay constraints are satisfied. The optimal solution may
be obtained by checking every combination of the elements of
V that gives feasibility, and then checking the combination that
gives the minimum objective function. Clearly, this approach
may have a high computational complexity, since there are
6 % 4 % 8 = 192 combinations of MAC parameters to
check [3]. Therefore, we propose an algorithm that gives
the optimal solution by checking just a reduced number of
combinations. From Figs. 2, 3 and 4, we remark here that
the reliability and power consumption of both I-mode and S-
mode are increasing function as the parameter n increases.
This property is quite useful to solve (1) by a simple algorithm
with reduced computational complexity, as we see next.
The search of optimal MAC parameters uses an iterative

procedure according to the component-based method [34].
In particular, the probabilities $, %, and " are estimated
periodically by each device. If a device detects a change of
these probabilities, then the device solves the local optimiza-
tion problem (1) using these estimated values. The solution
is achieved by finding the value of n that minimizes the
energy consumption given a pair of values for m0 and m.
Since the power consumption is increasing with n, it follows
that the minimum is attained at the lowest value of n that
satisfies the constraints. Given that the reliability is increasing
with n, simple algebraic passages give that such a value is
n = f(m0,m), with

f(m0,m) =

"
ln(1! xm+1(1 + !y)!Rmin)

ln(!y)
! 1

#
, (23)

where !y = (1! (1 ! !")N!1)(1! x2) and

!" =
2r3

2m0r1 + 2r2
,
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with

r1 = (1 + 2x)(1 + ŷ) ,

r2 = Ls(1! x2)(1 + ŷ) + (K0 + L1)(1 + ŷ2 + ŷn+1) ,

r3 = (1 + x)(1 + ŷ) ,

and ŷ = (1 ! (1 ! ")N!1)(1 ! x2). Eq. (23) returns the
optimal retry limits given a pairm0,m. Notice that x and ŷ are
measurable since device estimates $,%, and " . By using this
simple algorithm, a device checks just 6%4 = 24 combinations
of the MAC parameters m0,m instead of 6 % 4 % 8 = 192
combinations that would be required by an exhaustive search.
We propose an alternative approach having a low compu-

tation cost. The optimal solution (m0,m, n) of problem (1)
can be computed off-line and stored in a look-up table as
function of the busy channel probabilities $ and % and the
channel access probability " . The table can be thought of as
a matrix with the set of values of $,%, " . Each device can
estimate $,%, " , and use (m0,m, n) from the look-up table
the entries of the solutions at location $,%, " closer to the
estimated values.
We have seen by the Approximations 1, 2 and 3 that

the performance metrics are function of the busy channel
probabilities $ and % and the channel access probability " .
Once these probabilities are known at a device, the optimal
MAC parameters of that device can be readily computed by
the simple algorithm. In the algorithm, the number of devices
and packet generation rates are assumed to be known, whereas
the busy channel probability and channel access probability are
periodically estimated in each device during the sensing states
of the MAC layer, and they do not require an ACK mechanism,
as we describe the details in the following. In addition, the
robustness of the algorithm to possible errors in the estimation
of the number of devices and traffic load is then investigated
in Section 6.3.2. In our experiment, we observe that the busy
channel probabilities and channel access probability implicitly
represent well the effect of the number of devices and traffic
load even if we have erroneous estimation in terms of the
number of devices and traffic load.
The average busy channel probabilities $ and % are es-

timated at each device while sending a data packet to the
coordinator. The estimations of these probabilities simply use
measured CCA information without any hardware modifica-
tion. These probabilities are initialized at the beginning of
the device’s operation. The estimations of the busy channel
probabilities and the channel access probability use a sliding
window. When the device senses the channel at CCA1 or
CCA2, these probabilities are updated by $ = 'b$ + (1 !
'b)$̂,% = 'b% + (1 ! 'b)%̂ for some 'b $ (0, 1), respectively.
Note that $̂ and %̂ are the busy channel probability of CCA1

and CCA2 of the current sliding window, respectively. There-
fore, a device does not require any extra communication and
sensing state to estimate these probabilities compared to the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard. By contrast, the estimation algorithms
for IEEE 802.11 proposed in [21] and [35] are not energy
efficient since a device needs to sense the channel state during
the backoff stage. This allows one to estimate the average
length of idle period. Hence, these schemes are implementable

only in I-mode. By contrast, our scheme is applied in both I-
mode and S-mode and does not require any computation load
during the backoff stage.
During an initialization phase of the algorithm, a device

communicates with the initial MAC parametersm0 = 3,mb =
8,m = 4, n = 1. Then, the busy channel probabilities $
and % and the channel access probability " are estimated
in each device during the channel sensing state of IEEE
802.15.4 without any extra state. The application requirements
are communicated by the coordinator to the device if there are
changes. It is also possible that each device makes a decision
of application requirements depending on the data type e.g.,
strict delay requirement for alarm message.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We implement the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol to demonstrate
the feasibility of the analytical model and to analyze the
performance of the adaptive algorithm in a practical system.
The IEEE 802.15.4 protocol was implemented on a test-bed
using the TelosB platform [19] running the Contiki OS [36]
based on the specifications of the IEEE 802.15.4 [3]. The IEEE
802.15.4 defines one backoff as 20 symbols that correspond
to 320µs for 2.45GHz. Since the hardware timer available
for TelosB is based on a 32768Hz clock, we use a backoff
with duration of 305µs instead of the 320µs. We consider a
typical indoor environment with concrete walls. 10 devices are
placed to mimic a star topology. Each device is at a distance
of around 5m from the coordinator. The implementation is
available for download [37].
The packet generation time adopted in this paper varies

depending on the backoff time of CSMA/CA and retransmis-
sion time described in Section 4, which is different from the
typical periodic traffic pattern commonly assumed in WSNs.
The network contention level of the periodic traffic model
significantly depends on the initial packet generation time.
Hence, the initial traffic generation time is a critical factor to
analyze the different performance metrics such as reliability,
delay, throughput, and energy consumption. Our traffic model
explicitly considers the contention level of the network. The
basic idea is that as the contention level increases, the packet
generation time increases so that the collisions are reduced. On
the other hand, as the contention level decreases, the packet
generation time decreases to increase the throughput of the
network. This simple model allows us to make a statistical
analysis of the performance of the network. We remark that as
the length of idle-queue increases, the proposed traffic model
is similar to the periodic traffic model. The reason is that the
length of idle-queue becomes dominant for packet generation
interval rather than the packet delay.
In this section, we first validate the approximated model in

terms of reliability, average delay, and energy consumption
derived in Section 4 by experimental results. We compare
the computation time for performance metrics by solving
nonlinear equations or using an approximated model in Sec-
tion 6.2. Then, we present an extensive set of experiments
and Monte Carlo simulations to analyze the performance of
the adaptive algorithm under both stationary and transient
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Fig. 2: Reliability as a function of the traffic regimes ! = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and MAC parameters m0 = 3, . . . , 8, mb = 8, m = 2, . . . , 5,
n = 0, . . . , 7 as obtained by our proposed analysis, experimental implementation, and with Pollin’s Markov chain model [4]. The length of
the packet is L = 5 and the number of devices is N = 10. The vertical bars indicate the standard deviation as obtained out of 5 experimental
runs of 2! 105 time slots each. The percentage error of the analytical model for the reliability is 0.993%.
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Fig. 3: Average delay as a function of the traffic regimes ! = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and MAC parameters m0 = 3, . . . , 8, mb = 8, m = 2, . . . , 5,
n = 0, . . . , 7 as obtained by our proposed analysis and experimental implementation. The percentage error of the analytical model for the
average delay is 3.155%.

conditions. Furthermore, we discuss the effect of imperfect
channel and carrier sensing capabilities by using simulations.

6.1 Analytical Model Validation
Fig. 2 compares the reliability given by Eq. (14), the analytical
model in [4], and experimental results as a function of the
traffic regimes ! = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 with N = 10 devices and
different MAC parametersm0,m, n. The vertical bars indicate
the standard deviation as obtained out of 5 experimental runs
of 2 % 105 time slots each. In the figure, note that “Pollin”
refers to the reliability model derived in [4]. Our analytical
expression matches quite well the experimental results. Note
that the percentage error of the reliability given by Eq. (14) is
0.993%. The expression is closer to experimental results under
low traffic regime ! = 0.5, 0.7 than high traffic regime ! = 0.3
because the approximation holds if x = $ + (1 ! $)% &
1, but x increases as the traffic and the number of devices
increases. The reliability approaches 1 under very low traffic
regime ! = 0.7. In Fig. 2(a), 2(b), the reliability increases as
MAC parameters m0,m increase, respectively. In Fig. 2(c),
we observe that the improvement of reliability is small as the
retry limits n increases for n " 3. Notice that the reliability
saturates to 0.92 for traffic regime ! = 0.3 for n " 3. The
retransmissions are necessary but not sufficient to obtain high
reliability under high traffic regimes.
Fig. 3 shows the average delay as obtained by Eq. (20)

as a function of different traffic regimes ! = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7
with a given number of devices N = 10 and different MAC
parameters m0,m, n. The analytical model predicts well the

experimental results. Note that the percentage error of the
average delay given by Eq. (20) is 3.155%. The accuracy
is reduced under high traffic regime ! = 0.3 due to the
approximation. Observe that the average delay increases as
traffic regime increases due to high busy channel probability
and collision probability. Fig. 3(a) shows that the average delay
increases exponentially as m0 increases. Hence, we conclude
that m0 is the key parameter affecting the average delay when
compared to m,n.
Fig. 4 compares our proposed analytical model and exper-

imental results for the power consumption for both I-mode
and S-mode as a function of different traffic regimes ! =
0.3, 0.5, 0.7 with a number of devices N = 10 and different
MAC parameters m0,m, n. The percentage errors of the aver-
age power consumption for I-mode given by Eq. (21) and S-
mode given by Eq. (22) are 0.193% and 0.175%, respectively.
The power consumption of S-mode and I-mode decreases as
m0 increases because of sleep mode and idle mode during the
backoff time for high traffic regime ! = 0.3, 0.5. The main
component of the average power consumption is the transmit
or receiving power rather than power consumption during
backoff time for high traffic regime, i.e., Pt > Pi > Psp and
Pr > Pi > Psp. However, the power consumption of I-mode
increases as the MAC parameters (m0,m, n) increase under
low traffic regime ! = 0.7. Since the device needs to stay more
time in idle sleep stage without packet generation, the main
component of average power consumption is the idle backoff
time rather than transmit or receiving power consumption
under low traffic regime ! = 0.7. Observe that the power
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Fig. 4: Average power consumption of I-mode and S-mode as a function of the traffic regimes ! = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and MAC parameters
m0 = 3, . . . , 8, mb = 8, m = 2, . . . , 5, n = 0, . . . , 7 as obtained by our analysis and experimental implementation. The percentage errors
of the analytical model for the average power consumption are 0.193% and 0.175% for I-mode and S-mode, respectively.
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Fig. 5: Computation time for performance metrics by solving non-
linear equations and using an approximate approach as a function of
the number of devices N = 10, . . . , 50, traffic regime ! = 0.5, 0.7.
The vertical bars of solving nonlinear equations indicate the standard
deviation as obtained out of 10 runs with different initial points of
",#, $ between 0 and 0.5.
consumption has a weaker dependence on (m,n) than on m0.
6.2 Computation Time
Fig. 5 compares the computation time for performance metrics
including reliability, average delay, and energy consumption
by solving nonlinear equations and using an approximate ap-
proach as a function of the number of devicesN = 10, . . . , 50,
traffic regime ! = 0.5, 0.7. The vertical bars indicate the
standard deviation as obtained out of 10 runs with different
initial points of $,%, " between 0 and 0.5. The approximated
model enables the computation time savings of 95% compared
to the one of solving nonlinear equations. The system of
nonlinear equations is solved using the common trust-region
dogleg algorithm. When the traffic regime is high ! = 0.5, the
initial point is more critical for the computation time to apply
this algorithm. The computation time by solving nonlinear
equations shows weak dependency with the number of device
and the traffic regime.
6.3 Adaptive Algorithm
In the following, we present an extensive set of real-world
experiments and Monte Carlo simulations to analyze the
performance of the new adaptive algorithm for tuning the
MAC parameters, under both stationary and transient con-
ditions. The analytical modeling that we have proposed in
Section 4 is based on the Markov chain modeling that has been
validated in Section 6.1. Hence, the Monte Carlo simulations
are representative of the real-world behavior of the network.

In the stationary conditions, the application requirements
and network scenario are constant, whereas in transient con-
dition there are variations. In the experiments and simulations,
the network considers the I-mode and S-mode of the device
to compare the performance on the reliability, average packet
delay and power consumption. Furthermore, we investigate the
robustness to network changes and sensitivity to inaccurate
parameter estimations. It is not possible to compare our algo-
rithm to other algorithms from the literature as the link-based
ones, because they modify the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and are
focused on different performance metrics (e.g., throughput).
However, it is possible to show that our algorithm outperform
significantly the results in link-based ones. This is due to that
these results use the ACK feedback, which has a low update
frequency with respect to the channel and network variations,
whereas our algorithm reacts much faster.
6.3.1 Protocol Behavior in Stationary Conditions
In this subsection, we investigate the improvement of perfor-
mance metrics of the proposed scheme at stationary conditions
of the network, namely without changing network scenarios.
Fig. 6 compares the experimental results for the reliability,

average delay, and power gain values of the IEEE 802.15.4
MAC protocol as obtained by our algorithm and with default
MAC parameters. The vertical bars indicate the standard
deviation as obtained out of 5 experimental runs of 5 % 105

time slots each. Both the I-mode and S-mode for various
traffic configurations and requirements are considered. The
requirements for both the I-mode and S-mode are Rmin =
0.9, 0.95, Dmax = 50 and Rmin = 0.95, Dmax = 20, 100ms,
respectively. Fig. 6(a) shows that both I-mode and S-mode
satisfy the reliability constraint for different traffic regime. We
observe a strong dependence of the reliability of default MAC
on different traffic regime. At the high traffic regime ! = 0.2,
the reliability of default MAC is 0.89. In Fig. 6(b), the delay
constraint is fulfilled both I-mode and S-mode. Observe that
average delay of I-mode decreases when traffic regime is low
! " 0.4. This is due to that the optimal MAC parameters
at higher traffic regime increase more than the ones at lower
traffic regime to satisfy the reliability constraint.
Recall that the target of our proposed adaptive algorithm

is to use the tradeoff between application constraints and
energy consumption instead of just maximization of reliability
or minimization of delay. Therefore, to characterize quantita-
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Fig. 6: Stationary condition in the experiment: reliability, average delay and power gain of the I-mode, S-mode of proposed scheme and
IEEE 802.15.4 with default parameter (m0 = 3, mb = 5, m = 4, n = 3) as a function of the traffic load ! = 0.2, . . . , 0.7, the reliability
requirement Rmin = 0.9, 0.95 and delay requirement Dmax = 20, 50, 100ms for the length of the packet L = 5 and N = 10 devices. Note
that “default MAC” refers to IEEE 802.15.4 with default MAC parameters. The vertical bars indicate the standard deviation as obtained out
of 5 experimental runs of 5! 105 time slots each.

tively the power consumption, we define the power gain as
( = Edef!Etot(V)

Edef
where Edef and Etot(V) are the average

power consumption of I-mode or S-mode for default MAC
and proposed scheme, respectively. The closer ( to 1, the
better the power efficiency. Fig. 6(c) shows that the power
gain increases as traffic regime increases. This improvement
is higher for S-mode than I-mode, e.g., ( ' 0.57 for S-
mode with Rmin = 0.95, Dmax = 100. Although there is a
strong dependence of the power gain on the traffic regime, our
proposed algorithm gives a better energy efficiency than the
default MAC. Therefore, the experimental results show clearly
the effectiveness of our adaptive IEEE 802.15.4 protocol while
guaranteeing the constraints.

6.3.2 Robustness Analysis
The adaptive IEEE 802.15.4 protocol is based on the esti-
mation of the busy channel probabilities $ and % and the
channel access probability " . In this section, we investigate the
convergence time of the optimal MAC parameters obtained by
our distributed adaptive algorithm. The performance analysis
carried out so far assumed that the number of devices and
traffic configuration are fixed. One of the critical issues in
the design of wireless networks is time varying condition.
Therefore, we will investigate our algorithm to react to changes
in the number of devices and traffic load when each device
has an erroneous estimation of these parameters by using the
Monte Carlo simulations.
Figs. 7(a), 7(b), 7(c) show the I-mode behavior of channel

state, MAC parameters, and reliability of the Monte Carlo
simulations when the number of devices changes fromN = 10
to N = 20 with an erroneous estimation of the number of
devices, respectively. At time 17.6 s, the number of devices
sharply increases to 20, when it was estimated to be 10. We
assume that the wrong estimation happens due to some errors
in the estimation phase or a biasing induced by the hidden-
node phenomenon. This causes a significant increase of the
contention level. Note that n1 is one of existing devices before
the network change and n11 is one of the new devices that
enters the network at time 17.6 s.
In Fig 7(a), we observe that the busy channel probabilities

$ and % and channel access probability " of device n11

become stable after the network changes by updating the

MAC parameters over time. In Section 5, we noticed that
the update frequency of $,%, " is different. " is updated in
each aUnitBackoffPeriod and $ and % are updated when a
device stay in CCA1 and CCA2, respectively. Hence, the
update frequency order of $, %, and " is " first, then $, and
finally %. We remark here that the update frequency of link-
based adaptation is lower than the update frequency of % of
our algorithm since link-based adaptation requires an ACK
transmission. The update frequency of channel estimation is
a critical issue where the traffic regime is low such as in
monitoring applications.
Fig. 7(b) shows that the MAC parameters (m0,m, n) con-

verge to (3, 2, 0) of device n1 and n11. The figures indicate
that the system reacts correctly to the erroneous estimation of
the number of devices after a few seconds. We observe that
the convergence of the MAC parameters of proposed scheme
is very fast since our algorithm is based on analytical model
instead of heuristic considerations as in link-based adaptation,
where the algorithms adapt the contention window size by
the ACK transmission. In addition, recall that our adaptive
IEEE 802.15.4 is based on the carrier sensing information
before transmitting packets. In Fig 7(c), the reliability fulfills
the requirement Rmin = 0.95 for both the existing and new
devices. Note that the oscillation of reliability is due to packet
loss. Similar behaviors are observed for S-mode.
Fig. 8 presents the behavior of the device when the traffic

load changes sharply from ! = 0.8 to ! = 0.5 at time 25.6 s.
Devices use a wrong estimation of the traffic load, which is
estimated to be ! = 0.8, after the traffic load changes. The
results indicate that our algorithm is quite effective for the
traffic configuration change. In Fig. 8(a), the busy channel and
channel access probability increase as a result of higher traffic
regime ! = 0.5 for both I-mode and S-mode. Fig. 8(b) shows
that the parameter m of S-mode updates from 2 to 5 due to
the increasing busy channel probability after the traffic load
changes at time 28 s. The figure indicates that the system reacts
correctly to the erroneous estimation of traffic configuration
and, in few seconds, the estimation of $,% and " allow to
reach the optimal MAC parameters. Observe that the algorithm
returns different parameters for I-mode and S-mode due to the
different power consumption model. In Fig. 8(c), the reliability
requirement Rmin = 0.95 is fulfilled for both I-mode and S-
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Fig. 7: Robustness when the number of devices changes in the simulation: busy channel probabilities, channel access probability, MAC
parameters and reliability behavior of I-mode when the number of devices changes sharply from N = 10 to N = 20 at time 17.6 s. Note
that n1 and n11 represent the behavior of one of N = 10 devices plus new devices after time 17.6 s. Traffic load is ! = 0.6, length of the
packet is L = 3, the reliability and delay constraint are Rmin = 0.95 and Dmax = 100ms, respectively.
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Fig. 8: Robustness when the traffic load changes in the simulation: busy channel probabilities, channel access probability, MAC parameters,
reliability and delay behavior of I-mode and S-mode when the traffic load changes sharply from ! = 0.8 to ! = 0.5 at time 25.6 s. The
length of the packet is L = 3, the reliability and delay constraint are Rmin = 0.95 and Dmax = 100ms, respectively.

mode. The reliability of I-mode is greater than 0.95 with some
fluctuations after traffic load increases.
6.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Even though the assumption of the perfect wireless channel
and carrier sensing plays a critical role to understand the fun-
damental limitations of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, wireless
channel and carrier sensing in practice are not perfect. In this
section, we first analyze the effect of both imperfect wireless
channel and imperfect carrier sensing through simulations. We
also present the sensitivity of adaptive algorithm with respect
to the estimation errors to the busy channel probabilities and
the channel access probability. The main reason to use the
simulation is that it is difficult to characterize the wireless
channel and carrier sensing failure in real-world experiments.
Fig. 9 compares the reliability and average packet delay

of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol of our proposed model and
simulation results as a function of the probabilities of the bad
channel p = 0.1, . . . , 0.5, traffic regime ! = 0.1, 0.4, 0.8 given
MAC parameters m0 = 3,m = 4,mb = 8, n = 1, the number
of devices N = 10, and packet length L = 7. The effect of the
imperfect wireless channel is modelled by a Bernoulli random
process. The analytical model of the reliability as obtained by
Eq. (13) predicts well the simulation results. The reliability
decreases as the probability of bad channel increases due to
the greater number of retransmissions. Each device retransmits
a packet if an ACK is not received within the maximum
number of retries. For the same reason, the average packet
delay increases as the probability of the bad channel increases.
Now, we analyze the performance of the IEEE 802.15.4

protocol in the presence of carrier sensing errors. Two types
of carrier sensing errors, i.e., false negative and false positive,
are considered, and their impact on the system performance is
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Fig. 9: Effect of imperfect channel as a function of loss probabilities
p = 0.1, . . . , 0.5, traffic regime ! = 0.1, 0.4, 0.8 given MAC
parameters m0 = 3, m = 4,mb = 8, n = 1, the number of devices
N = 10, and packet length L = 7 in the simulation.

analyzed. A false negative failure is that carrier sensing incor-
rectly detects that the medium is idle when it is actually busy.
A false positive event occurs when a busy state is reported
when the medium is idle. We model carrier sensing failures
by independent Bernoulli trials with success probability 1! &
where 0 < & < 1. The independence of the trial results is
assumed to be over all links and time slots.
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Fig. 10: Effect of imperfect carrier sensing as a function of false
probabilities % = 0.1, . . . , 0.5, traffic regime ! = 0.1, 0.4, 0.8 in the
simulation.

Fig. 10 presents the reliability and average packet delay
of simulation results as a function of the probabilities of the
carrier sensing error & = 0.1, . . . , 0.5, traffic regime ! =
0.1, 0.4, 0.8 given MAC parameters m0 = 3,m = 4,mb =
8, n = 1, the number of devices N = 10, and packet length
L = 7. Note that “false negative” and “false negative+positive”
refer to the consideration of the false negative event and
the combined event of the false negative and positive failure
for the simulation setup, respectively. The false negative and
positive failure decreases the system performance in terms of
the reliability and average packet delay. The false negative
failure is critical because a device sends a packet even if the
medium is actually busy. In [38], the authors show that the
false positive failure is irrelevant to achievable throughput.
However, we remark that this observation does not hold if the
number of backoffs is limited and the traffic load is low. The
false positive failure significantly decreases the performance
in terms of the reliability and average packet delay for the
lower traffic regime ! = 0.4, 0.8 due to the limited number of
backoffs. The busy channel probability increases as the false
positive failure increases. However, the false positive failure
has negligible effects on the reliability of the higher traffic
load ! = 0.1. The false positive failures tend to defer the
transmission and in fact are beneficial to compensate the effect
of the false negative failures. Because false positive failures
create extra backoffs, they increase the packet delay.
Fig. 11 illustrates the sensitivity of adaptive IEEE 802.15.4

with respect to the estimation errors to the busy channel
probabilities $ and % and the channel access probability " . The
normalized root mean squared deviation (NRMSD) between
the optimal MAC parameters with exact estimation and the
ones with erroneous estimation is used as the indicator of
sensitivity. The normalization is taken over the range of MAC
parameters (m0,m, n). The NRMSD is approximately below
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Fig. 11: Sensitivity: NRMSD of I-mode and S-mode when the traffic
load ! = 0.6, length of the packet L = 3, reliability requirement
Rmin = 0.95 and delay requirement Dmax = 100ms, and N = 10
devices with different percentage error in busy channel probabilities
and channel access probability in the simulation.

10% if the percentage of error is smaller than 20% for $,%, " .
It is interesting to observe that m0 of I-mode is very robust
to errors. This is due to the power consumption model, i.e.,
to the dominant factor m0 of power consumption in I-mode.
The robustness of MAC parameter is m0 > n > m and
n > m > m0 for I-mode and S-mode, respectively. We can
show that errors below 20% in the estimation of $,%, " give
a performance degradation below 3% in terms of reliability,
packet delay and energy gain for low traffic load.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we developed an analysis based on a Markov
chain model of IEEE 802.15.4, including retry limits, ACK
and unsaturated traffic regime. Then, we presented an adaptive
MAC algorithm for minimizing the power consumption while
guaranteeing reliability and delay constraints of the IEEE
802.15.4 protocol. We provided a test-bed implementation of
the protocol, building a WSN with TelosB sensors and Contiki
OS. We investigated the performance of our algorithm under
both stationary and transient conditions by experiments and
Monte Carlo simulations. Numerical results showed that the
proposed scheme is efficient and ensures a longer lifetime of
the network. In addition, we showed that, even if the number
of active devices and traffic configuration change sharply, our
algorithm allows the system to recover quickly and operate at
its optimal parameter by estimating just the busy channel and
channel access probabilities. We also studied the robustness of
the protocol to possible errors during the estimation process
on number of devices and traffic load. Results indicated
that the protocol reacts promptly to erroneous estimations.
Furthermore, we showed that the effect of imperfect channel
and carrier sensing failures on system performance heavily
depends on the traffic load and limited range of the protocol
parameters. The false positive failure affects not only the
packet delay but also the reliability in the lower traffic load
mainly due to the limited number of backoffs.
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